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Present law provides for eligibility requirements for GO-Youth Challenge program for students who graduate from the LA
National Guard’s Youth Challenge Program (YCP), including attainment of a general education diploma and enrollment in a
post-secondary institution by a specific enrollment date.
Present law provides for the eligibility requirements for TOPS-Tech award including enrollment in a post-secondary institution
by a specific enrollment date.
Proposed law extends GO-Youth Challenge program eligibility to graduates who earn a Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) issued diploma.
Proposed law permits OSFA, beginning with the 2020-2021 award year, to adopt by administrative rule an earlier or later
enrollment date for both the GO-Youth Challenge program and the TOPS-Tech awards.
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EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION
Proposed law would increase expenditures for the Office of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA) from the statutorily dedicated Higher
Education Initiatives Fund by an indeterminable amount related to expanded eligibility for the GO-Youth Challenge program and result in
one-time implementation costs of $3,312 SGF for OSFA related to rule promulgation. Additionally, proposed law could have an unknown
impact on the number of awards granted for both the Go-Youth Challenge program and TOPS Tech related to the permissive authority
allowing OSFA to change the enrollment date by administrative rule.
Present law provides for the GO-Youth Challenge program, administered by OSFA, to award a grant amount to equal the amount of tuition
for qualified students enrolled on a full-time basis in a Louisiana post-secondary institute to pursue a skill or occupational training.
Qualifications include graduation from the LA National Guard Youth Challenge Program (YCP), attainment of a general education diploma,
and enrollment in an eligible post-secondary institution no later than the semester, excluding the summer semester, following the first
anniversary of the student’s YCP graduation date. In FY 19, the GO-Youth Challenge program received its first funding since FY 06 in the
amount of $200,000 from the Higher Education Initiatives Fund via a transfer from SGF. Under present law, eight (8) students have
received grants in FY 19 totaling $12,605. The unexpended balance will remain in the fund and will be available for payment of GO-Youth
Challenge grants until all funding is depleted.
Proposed law would expand GO-Youth Challenge program eligibility to include attainment of a diploma issued by the Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education (BESE) or its equivalent, resulting in an increase in the number of students who will become eligible for the GOYouth Challenge grant award. YCP has recently become a BESE certified provider of Course Choice/Credit Recovery which provides cadets
the opportunity to catch up with their original high school cohort in an effort to attain a high school diploma. Proposed law would expand
eligibility to these cadets. The LA Department of Military Affairs (LMD) estimates proposed law would extend GO-Youth Challenge grant
eligibility to approximately 30 additional students. However, whether or not these additional students will matriculate to a qualified postsecondary institution is unknown and since the amount of each grant award may vary, the total increase is indeterminable. To the extent
that the number of GO-Youth Challenge grants awarded as a result of proposed law increases, expenditures will increase.
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REVENUE EXPLANATION
There is no anticipated direct material effect on governmental revenues as a result of this measure.
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EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
GO-Youth Challenge program awards are dependent upon the availability of funding and are subject to appropriation. The FY 19
appropriation of $200,000 from the statutorily dedicated Higher Education Initiatives Fund was funded via a direct transfer from SGF. The
Higher Education Initiatives Fund does not have a recurring revenue source. To the extent expenditures from the GO-Youth Challenge
program exceed funding available from the Higher Education Initiatives Fund, additional funding (presumed to be SGF) will be required or
OSFA will discontinue GO-Youth Challenge grant awards.
Furthermore, proposed law permits OSFA, beginning with the 2020-2021 award year, to adopt by administrative rule an earlier or later
enrollment date for both the GO-Youth Challenge program and the TOPS-Tech awards. OSFA indicates promulgation of the required rules
will require one-time SGF expenditures of $3,312. Whether or not OSFA will adopt rules to provide for an earlier, later or an unchanged
enrollment date is unknown; therefore a fiscal impact cannot be determined at this time. Howver, the permissive authority for the
adoption of enrollment date by rule change could result in two potential issues.
First, adoption of a later enrollment date could increase the number of students eligible for both the GO-Youth Challenge grants and TOPS
Tech award and result in increased annual costs for both programs. Present law prescribes that students must enroll in a qualified
program not later than the semester, excluding summer, following the first anniversary of their graduation, and therefore students who
enroll later than the prescribed date are not eligible for either program. Should OSFA adopt a later enrollment date, these students could
become eligible and increase the number of awards and total expenditures of each program.
Second, as related to the TOPS Tech awards, changes to the enrollment date in relation to the academic year could affect the overall
distribution of TOPS funding between award levels and semesters. Under present law, a student is only eligible for a TOPS Tech award if
the student enrolls as a first-time student in the fall or spring semester as summer enrollment is excluded. The academic year has
historically been defined as fall, spring, and summer, with funding of summer semester awards subject to the availability of funding.
Should OSFA adopt rules to allow for TOPS Tech awards to a first-time student enrolling in the summer semester and change the academic
year to summer, fall, and spring, the spring semester awards would be subject to availability of funding. This funding could be addressed
in a supplemental appropriation during the legislative session.
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